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Over 500 employees working at Ha Noi, Ho Chi Minh and Da Nang offices.

Developing, consulting and implementing the information management system
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 Solutions for large and medium-sized businesses:  Fast Business Online   
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 Accounting sofware for small and medium-sized businesses:  Fast Account  
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 Solution for electronic invoicing: Fast e-Invoice

 Accounting software for training: Fast Accounting Online for  Education

 Customization based on specic requirements.

Being “Long-Lasting, Reliable Partner” of customers, employees, shareholders, 
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Faster – Smarter.
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Attention to:   Board of Directors

    Chief Accountant

    IT Manager

FAST is a company specializing in developing and providing software and solutions supporting busi-
nesses in operation and management based on information technology (IT) platform. These software 
and solutions make manual tasks automated, boost smart and creative works, support businesses 
achieving competitive advantages due to the speed and ability of exploiting information. 

FAST has been developings and providing different solutions, products and services:

 Solutions for large and medium-sized businesses:
  Fast Business Online – Enterprise Resource Planning solution (ERP).
  Fast DMS Online – Distribution Management System.
  Fast CRM Online – Customer Relationship Management System.
  Fast HRM Online – Human Resource Management – Timecard – Payroll System.

 Solutions for Small and Medium-sized businesses:
  Fast Accounting – Accounting software for small and medium-sized businesses. 
  Fast Accounting Online – Cloud-based Accounting software.
  Fast Accounting Online for Bookkeepers – Cloud-based Accounting software for profession
                   accounting service companies and persons.       

 Solutions for electronic invoice Fast e-Invoice.

 Solution for e-contract management Fast e-Contract.

 Software for training Fast Accounting Online for Education.

 About services, FAST provides these following services:
  Solution selection consulting.
  Requirement survey and analysis, software customization.
  Customization according to specific requirements.
  Software installation, setup, training, data conversion and implementation.
  Software maintenance and support.
  Software upgrade and expansion.

Your Company could choose solutions suitable for your business size and requirements, or upgrade to an 
advanced  solution for business development and expansion demands.

We kindly enclose hereby introduction of Fast Accounting – Accounting software for small and medi-
uhm-sized businesses. The difference of Fast Accounting that is specialized in management and costing. 
Fast Accounting is honorably given BIT Cup – Best Software Solution by PC World Vietnam magazine 
and  “Sao Khue” Award for typical software by VINASA – Vietnam Software and IT Services Association.

For further information about FAST and products and services well as Fast Accounting in detail please  
visit our website at www.fast.com.vn

Sincerely,

Fast Software Company.

info@fast.com.vn
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Fast Accounting has 4 versions that are suitable 

for lines of business: Service, Trade, Construction 

and Manufacturing.

  1.   System

  2.   General Ledger

  3.   Cash Accouting

  4.   Sales and Accounts
      Receivable (Electronic 
       invoice integrated)

  5.   Purchase and            
        Accounts Payable

  6.   Inventory

  7.   Fixed Asset

  8.   Tools and Supply

  9.   Expense Report

10.   Project and
        Construction

11.   Product costing

12.   Tax report

 
        management report

14.   Personal Income Tax 
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Fast Accounting has been developed by M i c r o -

s o f t  technologies like C#.NET, SQL Server with

-

ability to run on individual computer, local 

network or working remote via the Internet.

13.   

Fast Accounting is an Accounting software for small and 

medium-sized businesses.

Fast Accounting has been developed and improved contin-

uously since 1997 with more than 22.000 customers nation-

wide and honorably given awards such as Sao Khue award, 

BIT Cup, Widely Used Product, IT Cup…
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“System management” module supports users in

defining general settings for the whole software, 

managing user access control and maintaining 

accounting databases.

Menu of Functions

       

User management

Authorize users by sub-units.

View active computers, activity statistics 

each user.

 

      

       

       

    

Create a list of users, password rules and 

policies, authorization level on menus and 

functions such as creating new, viewing, 

editing, removing, printing,...

     

      

    

Main Functions

Data Management

Data backup: Automatically save data by 

many versions on each time of backup.

Data closing: Allow input, edit data 

arose after the date of data closing only. 

Allow to close the entire system or each 

-

tion screen.

Data maintenance: Remove invalid records 

due to data importing, data transfer from 

old software; optimize data recording and 

data storage (shrink database).

records due to power abnormal shutdown, 

Internet interruption while saving, viruses, 

or hard drive failure… 

Export/Import data used to transfer data 

Define the starting date of fiscal year (any date 
of the year).

Define the starting period of data input 
(accounting opening period).

Define list of currencies.

Define list of sub-units (subsidiaries, branch-
es…), allow to manage data of each lower-level 
unit as well as summarize the entire company 
data.

Define system parameters such as accounting 
currency code, accounting books type…

Define information related to transactions/ 
vouchers updating screens, such as enable or 
disable fields and default information.

Define information related to voucher books, 
usually used for numbering the same type 
vouchers that can be inputted from different 
transaction screens.

Define optional information supporting users in 
working with software conveniently.
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GENERAL LEDGER
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“General Ledger” module supports users in inputting general 

vouchers, adjustment entries, periodical entries, closing alloca-

tion entries, closing exchange rate difference entries and 

auto-posting entries. The General Ledger module aggregates 

data from other modules, makes financial statements and 

accounting books according to regulation issued by the Minis-

try of Finance and user-defined templates supporting internal 

management.

Menu of Functions

Chart of Accounts

Provide account code up to 16 characters.

Define information related to each account: 

Parent account, type of account, AR-AP 

(Accounting Receivable – Accounting Payable)

tracking, associated fields and default codes.

Allow to change, merge code of account.

Transactions
Input accounting transactions that weren’t 

inputted in other functional modules on the 

accounting voucher screen.

Allow to input groups of one debit/many 

credits or many debits/one credit on a general 

voucher and control the balance of total 

amount of debits and total amount of credits 

of each account.

Provide utilities to copy information of exist-

ing voucher to new one in case of the same 

transactions happened (eg. periodical entries).

Example of “General voucher” screen

Period-end data processing
Allow users to define closing entries: Calcula-

tion method, debit/credit accounting… 

Based on predefined entries software aggre-

gates data, calculates and creates accounting 

entries.  

Periodic allocation entries: User enter the 

entry, debit and credit account, amount, 

number of allocation period ...The program 

will periodically create the entry and post to 

GL as declaration.  

Closing allocation entries: Define a group of 
accounts with an accounting object such as 
accounting department, project… and 
allocation recipients are accounts and other 
objects such as accounting department, proj-
ect, order… With complex allocation relating 
to cost calculation of manufacturing, project 
and construction, period-end allocation 
entries are processed at corresponding mod-
ules.
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Auto-posting entries: Define accounts to 

aggregate data transferred and accounts to 

receive data moved to. Allow to transfer

in detail by different objects: Accounting 

departments, projects, cost codes…

Closing exchange rate difference entries: 

Define and evaluate exchange rate difference 

at the end of accounting period of accounts in 

foreign currencies. Allow to evaluate the 

exchange rate difference of each AR/AP 

customer/supplier.

Utilities

Import opening balance of accounts from 

excel files.

Import vouchers from excel files.

Renumbering vouchers.

Data checking: In case of an unbalanced 
balance sheet, Fast Accounting provides utili-
ty to check the reasons leading to errors in 
balance sheet, inaccurate transactions and 
inputs… supporting users in making accurate 
reports.

Financial Statement

Make all financial statements and regularly 

update the latest regulations of the Ministry of 

Finance.

Allow to export data financial statements to 
files then imported to tax software of the Gen-
eral Department of Taxation. 

Provide user-defined financial statements as 
well as criterias and calculation methods.

Provide financial statements for multiple peri-
ods, for multiple subunits (subsidiaries) or 
multiple accounting departments.

Accounting books

Make all accounting books by regulation 
and regularly update the latest regulations 
of the Ministry of Finance.

Allow to print accounting books in format of 

general ledger or journal voucher.

Make detailed accounting books according 

to government regulations.

Management information board

Management information board provides 

quick information based on nearly 20 

common reports. Fast Accounting provides 

user-defined reports. Software shows 

results immediately and provides timely 

information for managers in case of chang-

ing selected reports, time of reporting or 

report units.

Data mining

Fast Accounting provides multiple reports 

to lookup data quickly and easily. Software 

allows users to choose data fields on 

demands and save these templates for next 

using.
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“Cash Accounting” module is used for cash receiving and 

disbursement supporting users to manage transactions in 

detail by objects, vouchers – invoices, contracts, projects,

orders and loan contracts…

Menu of Functions

Transactions

Make cash collection/payment in detail by invoices, contracts, orders, projects, loan contracts, 

accounting departments…

Make cash receiving and disbursement related to one or multiple objects – customers, suppliers, 

employees… on a voucher.

Provide utilities related to VAT calculation methods (tax included or not included in price) as well as 

inputting information of VAT invoices of direct expenses (non AP/AP invoices).

Allow to manage and post transactions by actual exchange rate and booking rate. Automatically 
calculate booking rate. Allow users to correct values while converting between currencies.

Control over disbursement with these following options: Not allowed, Warning only, No Warning.

Allow to print cash receipt, cash disbursement, bank disbursement order by specific templates and 

allow users to customize it. Provide bank disbursement order templates of banks.
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Example of “Bank receipt” screen

Utilities 

Import lists, balances and vouchers  from excel files.

Reports

Provide these groups of reports:

Cash-on-hand reports.

Cash-in-bank reports.

Loan contract reports.

Each group of reports includes reports in detail and summary reports.
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SALES AND

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
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“Sales and Accounts Receivable” module tracks sales 

process from ordering to delivery, invoices issuing and 

collecting money supporting in receiving full and correct 

orders, timely delivery and cash collection. This module 

provides different sales reports, supports in analyzing 

best selling items, high profit items, loyal customers and 

customers paying on time… to make a better selling plan 

with the aims of increasing income and profits. 

Menu of Functions

List of Customers

Provide customer code up to 16 characters. 

Provide 3 fields, each field includes a list with 
different codes to divide into groups, classify 
types of customer support in analyzing and 
summarizing.

Check valid tax ID, codes duplicated.

Customer information is updated from the 

authorized database automatically while 

inputting tax ID.

Manage customers by unit in case of multiple 
units using the same database.

Provide supporting information such as 

default accounts, payment terms…

Sales and cash collection transactions

Transactions, sales vouchers

Order, sales contract.

Sales invoice.

Delivery note.

Sales and service return receipt. 

Adjustment invoice.

Connect to FAST’s electronic invoicing 

software or software from different supli-

ers.

Cash collection

Cash collection (cash on hand, cash in 

bank).

Misc. receivable transaction, AR-AP interface.

Cash allocation for invoices.

Track sales invoices in detail by employee/sales 

department, payment due date… and track 

multiple orders, contracts, projects per an 

invoice. Check the current balance of the 

customer.

Processing flexibly in case of  promotion, gifts, 

discounts…

Allow to create cash receipts while creating 

cash-sales invoices.

Automatically calculate tax and transfer

information to list of sales VAT invoices. Allow 

to edit the amount of tax . Track amount of tax

by project, contract.

Make adjusting entries, AR-AP interface 

between customers or suppliers.

Allocate cash for invoices after collecting

separately.

Print invoices based on available templates or 
print directly from the program.

www.fast.com.vn

Service invoice.

Invoice cum issue.
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Example of “Sales invoice” screen

Utilities 

Import list and openning balance from excel files.

Import vouchers (invoices) from excel files.

Reports 

Provide these groups of reports:

Sales report by items.

Sales report by account.

AR by customer report.

AR by invoice report.

Order report.

Each group of reports includes different reports in detail and summary supporting in summarizing 

and analyzing sales, AR by time and multiple periods, accumulation, comparison between same 

period of years… as well as analyzing sales and AR in multidimensional ways or by different 

subjects…

Allow users to choose columns of report, column order, column width and save for next use.

info@fast.com.vn
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CONNECTING TO

FAST E-INVOICE SOLUTION 

FOR ELECTRONIC INVOICING 

Fast e-Invoice is solution helping customers to 

create, store and manage electronic invoices 

easily, safely and quickly.

Fast e-Invoice overview
Fast e-Invoice is a solution helping customers to create, store and manage electronic invoices easily, 

safely and quickly. Fast e-Invoice is updated in accordance with regulations of Circular 78/2021/TT-BTC.

Fast Accounting is ready to connect to Fast e-Invoice. Users input information of invoices on Fast 

Accounting and transfer it to Fast e-Invoice for issuing.

The difference of FAST is to allow customers to choose electronic invoice software - not only Fast e-In-
voice, but also the software from different suppliers.

Features of Fast e-Invoice

 Input sale invoices information on the transaction software.

 Transfer sale invoices information to electronic invoicing software.

 Issuing electronic invoices, issue invoice number on the electronic invoicing software.

Managing electronic invoices:

View and print statistical reports on electronic invoice management activities of businesses.

Converted into paper invoices: Allows converting electronic invoices issued into paper invoic-
es to book-keep, track by law in accounting and electronic transactions.

View electronic invoice before issuing: Allow to view the electronic invoice template before 
official release to avoid data errors on the invoice.

Handling when billing information is wrong

Allow to delete the electronic invoice issued when there is a mistake, create and issue a 
replacement invoice for the canceled invoice.

Allow to create and issue adjustment invoices when invoices are created and sent to buyers, 
delivered, provided services, declared tax.

Allow customers to receive electronic invoices conveniently and quickly via the electronic 
invoice portal (Web, Portal) or email.

Users can provide login information for their customers to access and manage issued invoice 
history

Allow to manage the situation of issuing invoices one Mobile App.

Update cases from General Department of Taxation on Mobile App (accepted invoice, rejected 
invoice, detailed error when issuing invoice).
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
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“Purchasing and Accounts Payable” module tracks the 

purchasing process from ordering to delivery, invoices 

receiving and payment to suppliers. This module 

provides reports of inventory, purchasing order… sup-

porting timely ordering and optimizing inventory. 

Accounts Payable is tracked in detail by payment due 

date of each invoice supporting timely payment and 

building good relationships with suppliers.

Menu of Functions

List of suppliers

Provide suppliers up to 16 characters.

Provide 3 fields, each field includes a list of 
different codes which are divided into groups 
and types of supplier that help for analytic 
and summary purposes. 

Check valid tax ID and duplicated tax ID.

Customer information is updated from the 

authorized database automatically while 

inputting tax ID.

Manage suppliers by units in case of multiple 
units using the same database.

Provide support information such as default 

accounts, payment terms…

Transactions

Transactions, sales vouchers

Order, purchase contract – domestic and 

import.

Purchase receipt – domestic and import.

Purchase receipt - Direct issue.

Purchase expense.

Return to supplier.

Service purchase invoice and other 
goods(fixed asset, tools and supply…).

Payment to supplier

Payment to suppliers – cash on hand, 
cash in bank, loan contract.

Payment of advance amount

Misc. payable transaction, AP-AR inter-
face.

Allocate cash paid to invoices.

Track multiple orders, contracts, projects 
per one purchase receipt.

Purchase expense, import tax can be 
inputted together on the same receipt or 
inputted separately as an expense receipt. 
Provide utilities to allocate expense to 
items.

Allow to look up purchase receipt while

inputting return to supplier.

Automatically calculate tax and update 
information related to tax invoices entry, 
allow to input multiple tax invoices entry 
related to one receipt supporting in 
making a list of VAT invoices entry and 
allow to divide into groups by project, 
contract.

Make adjusting entries, AP-AR interface 

between suppliers or with customers.

Allocate cash paid to invoices after 
payment separately.

Print inventory receipt, payment of 
advance amount on available templates or 
print directly from the program.
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Example of “Purchase receipt” screen

Utilities 

Import list and openning balance from excel files.

Import data from excel files.

Reports 

Provide these groups of reports

Goods purchased report.

Purchasing report by account.

AP by supplier report.

AP by invoice report.

Order report.

Each group of reports includes detailed and summary reports supporting in summarizing and 

analyzing goods purchased, AP by time and by multiple periods, accumulation, same periods of 

different years comparision… as well as analyzing purchasing and AP in different dimensions or 

items.
Allow users to choose columns of report, column order, column width and save for next use.
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ACCOUNTING
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“Inventory Accounting” module manages the list of 
materials and goods items, receiving and issuing, inven-
tory calculation and support in making reports according 
to regulation and internal management requirements. 
This module provides different methods of calculating 
cost of inventory: monthly average, moving average or 
FIFO at high speed of calculation even with thousands of 
items and a large number of receipts in case of transfer-
ring within warehouses. Manage stock items by multi 
unit of measures and by lot. Includes different reports in 
detail and a summary supporting in summarizing and 
analyzing goods received, goods issued, or inventory.

Transactions related to receiving and

issuing inputted in corresponding modules 

and automatically transferred to Inventory 

Accounting module.

Transaction of goods received/issued can be 

done with multiple contracts, projects,

manufacturing orders, receipt/issue codes 

(corresponding account), warehouse codes.

Support in listing of items and their quantity 

issued based on norms of products (BOM).

Allow to stock transfer within 1 step – automat-

ically create receipt; or stock transfer within 2 

steps – create receipt and issue separately.

Check inventory while issuing.

Menu of Functions

List of items

Provide item code up to 16 characters.

Provide 03 fields, each field includes a list of 

different codes to group and classify items 

with the aim of summarizing and analyzing.

Manage items by units in case of these units 
using the same database.

Allow to define related default accounts – 
inventory, cost of goods, accounts… 
supporting in accounting automatic transac-
tions.

Allow to track items in 2 units of measure and 

track info of lots.

Transactions

Transactions 

Receipt. 

Issue.

Stock transfer.

Manufacturing order.

Example of “Issue” screen

Utilities 

Import list and opening balance, inventory 

from excel files.

Import vouchers from excel files.

Data Checking: If there are differences 

between stock books and accounting books 

or differences between actual inventory and 

inventory on receipt calculated by FIFO, the 

Inventory counting.
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program provides utilities to check various 

causes leading to these differences showing 

falsed transactions or inaccurate settings… 
supporting users in correcting reports.

Define site/warehouse information for items. 

If there is only one site/warehouse or item 

only has one site/warehouse, it is not 

required to enter the site code when doing a 

transaction. 

Cost of inventory calculation

Calculate and update cost of inventory in 

different methods: Monthly average, moving 
average, FIFO and specific cost.

Create transactions of differences wth some 

options according to user choice.

Fastly calculate even with thousands of items 

and a large amount of receipts and issues and 

in case of transferring within warehouses.

Handling cases of purchased expenses 

vouchers later or specific issue cost for the 

calculation of FIFO  cost.

Reports

Provide these reports:

Receiving reports.

Issuing reports.

Inventory reports.

Each group includes different reports in 
detail and a summary supporting in summa-
rizing and analyzing goods received, goods 
issued, or inventory with multiple periods, 
accumulation, same periods but different 
years comparison… well as analyzing goods 
received, goods issued, inventory in different 
dimensions and objects.

Allow users to choose columns of report, 

columns order, column width and save for 

next use.
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“Fixed Assets Accounting” module records essential 

information of fixed assets supporting users in manag-

ing all information clearly of fixed assets anytime. This 

module includes utilities to update changes related to 

fixed assets such as department transferring, value 

adjustment, depreciation adjustment… and ability to 

allocate depreciation flexibly that meeting the account-

ing requirements more easier and more convenient.   

Menu of Functions

Example of Fixed Asset information screen

Fixed asset information

Track information about original cost, depreciation, remaining value, depreciation calculation 
method, depreciation periods, groups of asset, types of asset, departments, reasons of increasing, 
manufacturer, manufacture date…

Provide 03 fields, each field includes a list of different codes to divide into groups, classify types of 

asset supporting in summarizing and analyzing.

Allow to define default accounts – depreciation, expense – supporting in accounting allocation

depreciation entry automatically. 
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Utilities 

Import fixed asset list from excel files.

Fixed asset changes

Fixed asset value adjustment.

Department using transfer.

Fixed asset depreciation suspending.

Fixed asset disposal.

Fixed asset depreciation abandonment.

Calculate and allocate depreciation, create 
general ledger entry

Allow to calculate depreciation in case fixed 
assets are transferred to multiple depart-
ments or projects/constructions within a 
period.

Allow to adjust depreciation after calculating.

Allow to define the way of allocating

depreciation flexibly to multiple items: 

Accounting department, project, product, 

manufacturing order.

Create depreciation allocation entries and 
record them to the general ledger.

Reports

Provide these groups of reports:

Fixed asset statistic reports.

Fixed asset increasing/decreasing reports.

Fixed asset depreciation reports.

Each group of reports includes detailed and 

summary reports supporting in analyzing

with different dimensions or objects. 
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“Tools and Spare Parts” module records necessary 

information of tools and spare parts supporting users 

in holding accounting information of tools and spare 

parts anytime. With features allowed to update 

changes related to department transferring, expense 

adjustment… As well as the ability to define expense 

allocation flexibly, this module is very helpful in man-

aging tools and spare parts to meet accounting 

requirements exactly and conveniently.
Menu of Functions

Example of Tools and Spare parts information screen

Tools and spare parts information

Track information about tools and spare parts: Quantity, original cost, value allocated, remaining 
value, expense allocation method, allocation periods, groups of tools and spare parts, types of tools 
and spare parts, department of use, reasons for increase, manufacturer, manufacturing date…

Provide 03 fields, each field includes a list of different codes to divide into groups and classify 

supporting in summarizing and analyzing. 

Allow to define  default accounts – expense allocation pending, expense – supporting in recording 

depreciation allocation entry automatically. 
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Utilities 

Import tools and spare parts list from excel 

files.

Tools and spare parts changes

Department transferring.

Expense allocation suspending.

Tools and supply disposal.

Tools and spare parts broken-down update.

Expense allocation abandonment.

Calculate and allocate expense, create 
general ledger entry

Allow to calculate expenses allocated in case 
tools and spare parts are transferred to other 
departments or to other projects/construc-
tions.

Allow to adjust expenses allocated after 
calculating.

Allow to define flexibly the allocating 

expense method for multiple subjects: 

accounting department, project, product 

and manufacturing order. 

Create expense allocation entries and record 

to general ledger.

Reports

Provide these groups of reports:

Tools and spare parts statistic reports.

Tools and spare parts increasing/decreas-

ing reports.

Expense allocation reports.

Each group includes detailed and summary 

reports supporting in analyzing with different 

dimensions or objects.
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“Expense reports” module supports creating detailed 

and summary reports as well as analyzing sales 

expense, management expense, overhead manufac-

turing expense. Expense items (fee code) can be 

tracked by sub-accounts or by using a specific field.

Menu of Functions

Expense reports

Transaction list by fee code (expense item)/sub-account.

Summary report by fee code/sub-account.

Summary report by fee code – multi-period.

Summary report by fee code – 2-period comparison.

…
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Make detailed and summary reports by code of 

cost estimate, compare actual and estimated 

cost.

Project value tracking and payment by stages

Track value of project and payment by stages.

Create a report of actual value and payment 
stages.

Project and construction AR and AP tracking

Track AR and AP of each project, construction.

Create reports of AR, AP activity, balance by 

project and construction.

Project and construction AR and AP tracking

Track receiving/issue and inventory in each 

project, construction.

Create reports of stock summary, stock card in 

each project, construction.

Cost, profit and loss of project and construction 

calculation

Track transactions by project and constrution.

Allocate expenses by different ways: Coeffi-
cient, account arised, cost of project, value of 
project.

Allocate expense to direct projects after aggre-

gating expense through indirect projects.

Product cost can be posted by different ways: 

coefficient, WIP expense and revenue compari-

son, actual expense and estimates comparison.

Create different reports of expense, cost of 
goods sold and project revenue, account arises 
in period, accumulation from the beginning of 
the year and from start date well as allow to 
define the way of calculation.

Information of project and construction

Provide projects and construction code up to 

16 characters.

Track projects and constructions information: 

Code, name, starting date, project value, 

budget, parent project, status of project…

Provide 03 fields, each field includes a list of 
different codes which are grouped and classi-
fied for statistical analysis purposes.

Project and construction cost estimate tracking 

Define project cost estimated in detail by 

item code in the list of items or by general 

estimate code.

PROJECT 
AND 

CONTRUCTION

ACCOUNTING

“Project and Construction Accounting” module supports gather-

ing expenses related to each project, construction, making cost 

reports as well as profit and loss reports, comparison reports. 

These tracked data include accounts arised in period, accumula-

tion from the beginning of the year and from starting date. 

Expense allocation and cost of goods transferring are defined 

flexibly covering multiple cases and meeting multiple require-

ments. Allow tracking inventory, debt in each project, and work. 

This module supports in tracking projects, constructions by 

different groups as well as by structure of projects/ sub-projects 

and constructions/works.

Menu of Functions
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Menu of Functions

“Product cost accounting” module supports aggregating 

expenses and calculating product cost. This module allows you 

to calculate costs of products made to stock or planned produc-

tion. It’s applicable to simple or complex cost calculation 

demands that have multiple phases; directly aggregated and 

allocated expense or maybe both, with multiple allocation 

criterias by raw materials, salary range, product quantity… This 

module provides different reports that’s helpful for cost struc-

ture analysis.

Manufacturing cost 

Aggregate manufacturing cost by different 

objects: Direct cost, manufacturing orders, 

workshop accounts, or indirect subjects

(indirect manufacturing department)…

Provide features to check if expenses are 

inputted with full information or not.

Expense allocation and cost of product 

calculation

Allow to select the way of allocating 
expense: Bill of material, coefficient, product 
quantity produced in a period and other 
criterias.

Provide features to check data leading to 

expenses that are unable to allocate: Inaccu-

rate information or no definition, incomplete

information or no updating.

Provide feature to create expense allocation 

accounting entry to WIP (Work In Progress)  

expense account. 

Allow to calculate products cost after allocat-

ing expense aggregated.

Allow to update value/cost in receipts of 

finished products after calculating product 

cost.

Reports

Expense aggregation reports.

Expense allocation reports.

Product cost  reports

Bill of Material (B.O.M) and actual cost of raw 

materials comparison. 
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USER-DEFINED FIELD

REPORTS

Apart from the general business objects such as 

accounts, customers, suppliers, contracts, projects, 

constructions, accounting departments, manufac-

turing orders… there are additional objects that 

need to be tracked by business specific require-

ments. Fast Accounting provides 03 user-defined 

fields to track these objects and a management 

report module of these fields.

Menu of Functions

Main functions

Provide fields as types of list, number, month/date, text supporting additional management 
requirements.

Allow users to define field name, width, position on transaction screen well as input transactions 

for these fields.

Reports 

Provide detailed and summary reports by user-defined fields.

Provide different reports to track records by accounts and raw materials.
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Menu of Functions

“Tax reports” module supports creating VAT reports and 

Corporate income tax (CIT) reports by regulation. Data will 

be aggregated from other modules. This module provides 

functions to check and compare data between general 

ledger and tax reports. Allow to export financial statements 

to files then imported to tax software of the General Depart-

ment of Taxation. Businesses using self-printed invoices can 

use "Invoice Management". Businesses using electronic 

invoices can connect to electronic invoicing software.

Functions

data according to criterias on VAT declara

tion.

Export data on VAT reports, CIT reports 

directly to software which support tax decla- 

ration of the General Department of Taxation.

Tax reports

Create all VAT reports and CIT reports by 

regulation.

Update the latest circulars issued by the Minis-
try of Finance.
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Allow to export data VAT reports and CIT 

reports to files then imported to tax software 

of the General Department of Taxation.

Allow to input multiple purchased VAT 
invoices coming with an accounting vouch-
er (cash disbursement, advanced payment 
receipt, purchased goods and service 
receipt).

Allow input negative value of goods 
purchased and amount of VAT exemption 
on VAT input listing as well as input nega-
tive sales and amount of payable VAT on 
VAT output listing.

Allow to combine one-time customers into 
one code, not required to input tax ID for 
customers not having one.

Provide a function to check data between 
general ledger and tax reports supporting 
users in identifying and fixing these errors 
quickly.
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PERSONAL INCOME TAX

MANAGEMENT

Menu of Functions

Main functions

Input information of employees.

Update tax exemption adjustment.

Calculate PIT.

Finalize PIT.

Reports

 

“Personal Income Tax management” module 

-

late PIT of employees and create reports by regula-

tion.

Provide reports according to regulation issued by the Ministry of Finance and General Department 
of Taxation.

.

.
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